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Abstract

Surgical smoke removal algorithms can improve the quality of intra-operative imaging and reduce hazards in image-guided surgery, a highly desirable post-process for many clinical applications. These algorithms also enable effective computer vision tasks for future robotic surgery. In this paper, we present a new unsupervised learning framework for high-quality pixel-wise smoke detection and removal. One of the well recognized grand challenges in using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for medical image processing is to obtain intra-operative medical imaging datasets for network training and validation, but availability and quality of these datasets are scarce. Our novel training framework does not require ground-truth image pairs. Instead, it learns purely from computer-generated simulation images. This approach opens up new avenues and bridges a substantial gap between conventional non-learning based methods and which requiring prior knowledge gained from extensive training datasets. Inspired by the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), we have developed a novel generative-collaborative learning scheme that decomposes the de-smoke process into two separate tasks: smoke detection and smoke removal. The detection network is used as prior knowledge, and also as a loss function to maximize its support for training of the smoke removal network. Quantitative and qualitative studies show that the proposed training framework outperforms the state-of-the-art de-smoking approaches including the latest GAN framework (such as PIX2PIX). Although trained on synthetic images, experimental results on clinical images have proved the effectiveness of the proposed network for detecting and removing surgical smoke on both simulated and real-world laparoscopic images.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surgical smoke is a by-product produced by energy-generating devices during surgery. Surgical smoke in intra-operative imaging and image-guided surgery [1] can severely deteriorate the image quality [2] and pose hazards to surgeons [3]. Thus, improving the quality of intra-operative images is highly desirable in many clinical applications. Surgical smoke also poses significant issues [4] in future advanced medical imaging tasks such as robotic surgery, real-time surgical reconstruction and augmented reality, in which the effectiveness of computer vision is pertinent.

Although smoke evacuation devices are available for smoke removal, these devices are unsuitable for image-guided surgery. Methods published recently are mainly based on conventional image processing algorithms, which have taken a two-steps approach: filtering out smoke first, then recovering images as sharply and clearly as possible [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. These two-steps based approaches suffer from the problem of fidelity loss due to image over-enhancement. More recently introduced end-to-end deep learning approaches [10] for surgical de-hazing and de-smoking start to emerge. Although there have been some promising results, challenging issues must be solved before the methods can be introduced into medical practice:

- Large amounts of intra-operative datasets are difficult to collect and scarcely available for CNNs to learn implicit de-smoking functions, especially for learning surgical scenes.
- There is a danger of overfitting learning-based methods to limited amount and variations of training data, leading to poor performance when tested on real-world data.
- Sometimes smoke is also an important signal of the ablation process. Removing the smoke can have a reverse effect if the process is not quantifiable and controllable.

In this paper, we formulate tasks of smoke detection and removal as two joint learning processes and propose a novel computational framework for unsupervised collaborative learning. The CNN networks learn smoke detection and removal from rendering smoke on laparoscopic videos. In summary, contributions of this work include:

- Novel integration of a graphics rendering engine into our learning framework for continuously outpouring unlimited training data without the need for any manual labeling.
- Decomposition of the smoke removal task into two loosely-coupled sub-module tasks: pixel-level smoke detection and smoke removal based on detection results. The two loosely-coupled tasks not only prevent over-fittings to the synthetic datasets, but also make the surgeon aware of how much smoke is removed.
- A novel training framework for Generative Collaborative Networks (GCN) which maximally exploits the potential of the proposed networks for smoke detection and removal.
- Compared with conventional image processing approaches, the proposed framework is capable of removing surgical smoke with a global contextual understanding and recover more realistic tissue colours.
- Compared with the latest Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), our method produces more faithful results without added 'fake' scares and surface reflections.

Through quantitative and qualitative evaluations, the results have proved that the proposed method outperforms the GAN framework and the state-of-the-art smoke removal approaches. We show that using computer-generated synthetic images the network is able to remove real surgical smoke on laparoscopic images effectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Image processing and computer vision research communities have been tackling general image de-hazing and de-smoking tasks for decades, ranging from obtaining clear outdoor scenes affected by weather conditions to recovering surgical scenes. Typically, methods for smoke removal are either based on image processing or machine learning.

A. Atmospheric Scattering Model

One of the most classic models to describe hazy or smoky images is the atmospheric scattering model[11] [12] [13].

\[
I(x) = J(x) + A(1 - t(x))
\]  

where \(I(x)\) is the observed hazy image, \(J(x)\) is the clear scene to be recovered from, \(A\) is the global atmospheric light, \(t(x)\) is the medium transmission, which can be described by \(t(x) = e^{-\beta d(x)}\), where \(\beta\) is the atmospheric scattering coefficient and \(d(x)\) is the distance. The atmospheric scattering model is based on the strong assumption that haze is homogeneous and the light source is at a far distance so that rays and beams (such as sunlight) are parallel. In contrast, in minimally invasive surgical scenes smoke concentration can vary greatly and light sources are close to the scene. It is very hard to predict \(t(x)\). The lighting illumination is usually uneven in the scenes due to very close distances between the light source and tissues. Therefore, the general atmospheric scattering model is inappropriate for surgical applications.
B. Dark Channel Prior based De-smoking

The dark-channel prior proposed by He et al. [14] is a simple but effective method for predicting a transmission map based on observations of the natural property of haze-free images – pixels should have at least one colour channel with very low-intensity values. This method can cause chromatic changes and fidelity loss in minimally invasive surgical scenes, because the close-distance of the direct light source to the tissue surface produces highly-illuminated pixels such as tissue reflections and light colour on fat tissues can be falsely detected as hazy, violating the dark-channel prior assumption.

Tchaka et al. [8] used an adaptive dark-channel prior with a histogram equalization to remove smoke from endoscopic images. This method applied empirically chosen parameters. Although histogram equalization can enhance the colour and contrast, due to the limitation of the dark-channel prior, the original and real colours are not preserved.

C. Optimization-based De-smoking

Fattal et al. [15] further refined Tachaka’s dark-channel prior model by taking into account the surface shading in addition to the scene transmission and using a Gaussian Markov Random Field (MRF) model to recover the haze-free image. Nishino et al. [16] modeled the chromaticity and the depth, also with the use of a factorial MRF to obtain more accurate scene radiance estimations. Based on the observation that hazy-free images tend to have much higher contrast, Tan et al. [17] proposed a local contrast maximizing method, which also optimized MRF models. Meng et al. [18] introduced an inherent boundary constraint on the transmission function to recover more image details and structures. Baid et al. [6] presented an unified Bayesian formulation for simultaneously de-smoking, specularity removal and de-noising in laparoscopy images. This method proposed several priors via probabilistic graphical models and sparse dictionaries to model colours and textures of un-corrupted images. A variational Bayes Expectation Maximization optimization was used to minimize the overall energy function and infer un-corrupted images from corrupted images.

Global-contextual awareness is the key feature of the proposed method in this paper. Despite well-designed MRFs priors, these hand-crafted prior models have a limited expressive power and lack global contextual understandings of ill-posed problems like surgical de-smoking. Another common weakness is that these methods were all trying to minimize prior features that tend to be hazy, which usually lead to over-enhanced image colours and contrasts and also suffer from fidelity loss.

D. Learning based De-smoking

With the recent success of deep learning algorithms, many deep learning frameworks are introduced to solve de-hazing and de-smoking problems. DehazeNet [10] is an end-to-end learning system for haze removal in single images by learning a medium transmission map that is subsequently used to recover a haze-free image through the atmospheric scattering model. AOD-Net [19] also integrates the atmospheric scattering model into its network structure and achieves an all-in-one and end-to-end training. As described above, networks based on the Atmospheric Scattering Model are not suitable for surgical scenes. Furthermore, these network structures are also very shallow for learning and recovering fine image details.

E. Novelty Compared to Previous Work

Most of the above works rely on Equation 1 (the atmospheric scattering model) to solve the de-hazing problem. However, in minimally invasive surgical scenes, smoke is often non-uniform and light beams are usually nonparallel and uneven, making the problem ill-posed. In our prior paper [20], we proposed to use an U-Net structure to remove surgical smoke. Although it works well on synthetic datasets, the end-to-end training will overfit to the original datasets and perform poorly on real datasets. [21] proposed a multi-scale learning based de-smoking method that uses Laplacian image pyramids as extra information to train a de-smoking network. However, the complexity of the network is not enough to solve the de-smoking problem. In this paper, we reformulate Equation 1 as fully end-to-end learning processes by firstly estimating the smoke mask, then use it as the prior knowledge for another neural network to learn the ill-posed smoke removal function. The proposed method not only achieves better results, but also reduces the over-fitting and makes the network more robust to deal with real-world images. The pixel-level smoke detection results can also lead to many useful applications such as estimating smoke volumes and improving contextual understandings of surgical smoke.

III. METHODS

The goal of removing smoke is a straightforward one – we want to remove the smoke while maximally keeping the original colours of non-smoke areas. We decompose the smoke removal task into two sub-tasks: smoke detection and smoke removal. Two fully connected convolutional networks are used to learn the smoke detection and removal tasks separately but also cooperatively:

- The smoke detection network focuses on detecting smoke and providing a pixel-level smoke mask.
- The smoke removal network focuses on removing smoke based on the smoke mask and smoke images.
- The smoke detection network serves as supervision to examine the smoke removal result and provides gradients for optimizing the smoke removal network.

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed training pipeline consists four main parts: Smoke Synthesis (1); Smoke Detection (2); Smoke Removal (3); and Detection-after-generation (DaG) supervision (4). Each of these components is detailed below.

A. Smoke Synthesis

Making large datasets available for training neural networks is an extremely costly and time-consuming undertaking, especially as medical datasets not only take up valuable medical resources, but also require great accuracy and quantities to
satisfy the medical practice standard. Tasks of smoke detection and removal are more difficult since image pairs (with and without the presence of smoke) and the smoke density mask are required. It is nearly impossible to acquire these image pairs and density masks through manual labeling.

To tackle this problem, we employ a modern 3D graphics rendering engine for continuously rendering smoke onto laparoscopic images to generate smoked images. In doing so, we can also obtain smoke masks to train the pixel level smoke detection and removal tasks. We use an open source 3D creation software \(^1\) for the synthesis of smoke images for training. Advantages of using a standard rendering engine, instead of employing a physically-based haze formation model as in [10] [22] or a Perlin noise function [23] to generate smoke procedurally, are two-fold. Firstly, in laparoscopic scenes, surgical smoke is often generated locally and is independent to the depth, so there is no reason to use a traditional haze model for rendering surgical smoke. Secondly, nowadays modern graphics rendering engines can produce more realistic smoke shapes and density variations based on well-developed built-in models, which are also physically-based.

Real laparoscopic images available from the Hamlyn Centre Laparoscopic / Endoscopic Video datasets \(^2\) [24] and Cholec80 dataset \(^3\) [25] are used as background images. The variance of the Laplacian [26] is firstly used for screening images, and a second-round manual inspection ensures the images contain no presence of surgical smoke for ground truth. A total of 21,000 images are sampled from 91 videos as the smoke-free source images.

The smoke \( I_{\text{smoke}} \) is rendered by our render engine with local colours and transparencies and positions controlled by input parameters of random intensity \( T_{\text{rand}} \), density \( D_{\text{rand}} \) and position \( P_{\text{rand}} \).

\[
I_{\text{smoke}}(x, y) = \text{Blender}(T_{\text{rand}}, D_{\text{rand}}, P_{\text{rand}})
\]

The random smoke \( I_{\text{smoke}} \) is then overlaid onto each of the background images \( I_{\text{smoke-free}} \) to composite smoked surgical images \( I_{\text{smoked-image}} \).

\[
I_{\text{smoked-image}}(x, y) = I_{\text{smoke-free}}(x, y) + I_{\text{smoke}}
\]

The smoke mask \( I_{\text{mask}} \) is derived from the luminosity of \( R, G, B \) channels from the rendered smoke \( I_{\text{mask}} \)

\[
I_{\text{mask}}(x, y) = (0.3 \ast I_{\text{smoke}}(x, y)^R) + (0.59 \ast I_{\text{smoke}}(x, y)^G) + (0.11 \ast I_{\text{smoke}}(x, y)^B)
\]

Variations of rendered smoke ensure that there is no over-fitting for the network to certain smoke intensities, densities and locations. With the help of a powerful rendering engine, we are able to synthesize an unlimited amount of realistic images with simulated surgical smoke for network training.

### B. Smoke Detection

We use a smoke detection network to generate the pixel-wise smoke density. Benefits of such an approach are:

- The smoke detection provides a pixel-level smoke density to provide information about the amount and the position of the surgical smoke.
- The detected smoke serves as the prior information fed into the subsequent smoke removal network.
- The smoke removal network is optimized under the supervision of the smoke detection network. (see Section III-D)

We employ an U-Net [27] based fully convolutional encoder-decoder network structure with parameters \( \theta_d \) for pixel level smoke detection: \( D(I_{\text{smoked-image}}) \to I_{\text{mask}} \)

As shown in Fig. 3, the smoke detection network consists of four convolutional layers as an encoder to abstract the input image efficiently into a high-dimensional feature tensor that is
The intended smoke detection is a simple task compared to that of smoke removal, so a shallow network is sufficient. Reasons for using a shallow network with fewer layers are:

- The intended smoke detection is a simple task compared with that of smoke removal, so a shallow network is sufficient.
- A shallow network will have fewer weights to prevent network over-fitting to specific smoke patterns.
- A shallow network will accelerate the speed of training and inferring.

The loss function for the smoke detection network is:

\[
L^{\text{total}}_D = \sum_{x,y} \left( \alpha_d \left| \hat{I}_{\text{mask}}(x, y) - I_{\text{mask}}(x, y) \right| \right) + \beta_d \left| \hat{I}_{\text{mask}}(x + 1, y) - \hat{I}_{\text{mask}}(x, y) \right|_{x \text{ smooth term}} + \beta_d \left| \hat{I}_{\text{mask}}(x, y + 1) - \hat{I}_{\text{mask}}(x, y) \right|_{y \text{ smooth term}}
\]

where \( \hat{I}_{\text{mask}}(x, y) \) and \( I(x, y)_{\text{mask}} \) are estimated smoke mask and ground truth smoke mask. We use a combination of a L1 loss and two smoothness terms for the total loss of the network. We take the L1 norms of the predict smoke masks’ gradients along \( x \) and \( y \) directions as smoothness terms. Due to the fact that smoke tends to be smooth, applying penalties on smoke masks’ discontinuities can ensure the accurate, smoothness and realism of smoke mask predictions.

C. Smoke Removal

The smoke mask \( I_{\text{mask}} \) estimated by the smoke detection network is further used as prior knowledge for learning smoke removal. As can be seen from the second network in Figure 3, the smoke mask \( I_{\text{mask}} \) and the smoke image \( I_{\text{smoke-image}} \) are concatenated into a 4-channel layer before the input into the smoke removal network \( G \) with parameters \( \theta_g \).

\[
G(I_{\text{mask}} \oplus I_{\text{smoke-image}}) \rightarrow I_{\text{smoke-free}}
\]

An encoder-decoder network similar to the smoke detection network is used for generating smoke-free images. A deeper network with eight convolutional layers for the encoder is used to compress the input image into a 512 channel feature tensor, and eight de-convolutional layers to recover it into a full-size smoke-free mask. To prevent the loss of image details, following the U-Net structure [27], skip connections are implemented to transfer high-level information directly to the bottom of the network. We use a doubled number of layers for learning smoke removal since it is an ill-posed problem that requires contextual understandings of the image to recover the correct colours of the smoked regions.

The first part of the loss function of the smoke removal network is a L1 loss between the estimated smoke-free image \( \hat{I}_{\text{smoke-free}} \) and the original smoke-free image without the simulated smoke:

\[
L^{L_1}_G = \sum_{x,y} \left| \hat{I}_{\text{smoke-free}}(x, y) - I_{\text{smoke-free}}(x, y) \right|
\]

D. Detection after Generator (DaG) Supervision

To take full advantage of the proposed smoke detection network, we guide the smoke removal process further by using the smoke detection network as the second supervision stage. The estimated smoke-free image \( \hat{I}_{\text{smoke-free}} \) is fed into the smoke detection network after generated from the smoke removal network:

\[
D(\hat{I}_{\text{smoke-free}}) \rightarrow 0
\]

To make sure the smoke removal network \( G \) works cleanly (there is no smoke left after the removal), the goal is to minimize the output of the detected smoke to provide gradients for the smoke removal network \( G \). Therefore, the second part of the loss function is L1 norm of the predicted smoke mask based on the predicted smoke-free image, which can also be expressed as L1 norm of the detector after the generator:
\[
\mathcal{L}_{G}^{D_{aG}} = \sum_{x,y} D(\hat{I}_{\text{smoke-free}}(x,y)) \\
= \sum_{x,y} D(G(I_{\text{smoke-images}}(x,y)))
\]  

(9)

The total loss of the smoke removal network is:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{G}^{\text{total}} = \alpha_g \mathcal{L}_{G}^{L_1} + \beta_g \mathcal{L}_{G}^{D_{aG}}
\]

(10)

where \(\alpha_g\) and \(\beta_g\) are weights for \(L_1\) loss and \(D_{aG}\) loss.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the experimental setup and evaluation results of the proposed smoke detection and removal networks. We provide quantitative and qualitative comparisons of our results with eleven state-of-the-art approaches.

A. Implementation details

The proposed networks are implemented in Tensorflow and trained on a workstation with an NVIDIA Titan X GPU (12G Graphic Memory).

For training, we apply gradient descent steps of \(D\) and \(G\) separately to avoid interference between each other. The \(D\) is firstly trained for 1 epoch, so that the \(D\) can roughly provide a smoke mask. After this process, the \(D\) and \(G\) are trained iteratively. When training \(G\), the network parameters \(D\) are frozen. An Adam solver is used for training with the following hyper parameters: learning rate 0.0002, and momentum parameters \(\beta_1 = 0.5, \beta_2 = 0.999\); batch size of 16. We empirically set the weights \(\alpha_d = \beta_d = 1\), \(\alpha_g = 1\), \(\beta_g = 100\) based on several tests. In our implementation, a drop-out is used in the 5th layer for the smoke detection network and the 9th layer for the smoke removal network with a change of 50% to prevent over-fitting.

For the training dataset, we sampled 21,000 images without the presence of surgical smoke amongst 91 videos from the Hamlyn Centre Laparoscopic / Endoscopic Video datasets \(^4\) \cite{hamlyn} and Cholec80 dataset \(^5\) \cite{cholec80}. The method described in Section III-A was used to produce \(\hat{I}_{\text{smoked-image}}\) and \(I_{\text{mask}}\).

To fulfill the leave-patients/videos-out criteria, for the testing dataset, we sampled 1,228 smoke-free images from 27 cholecystectomy procedure videos in the m2cai16-workflow dataset \cite{m2cai} \cite{m2cai16}. The same procedures were applied to the testing images to produce \(\hat{I}_{\text{smoked-image}}\) for testing dataset.

All images are re-sized to 256x256 pixels for efficient training and testing. The training time is around 14 hours. When in testing mode, the networks can estimate smoke masks and smoke-free images at 45 fps.

B. Comparison methods

For quantitative evaluations, we report evaluation criteria in terms of the difference between the pair of smoke-free images and de-smoked results, including the Mean Squared Error (MSE), the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR in dB) and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). The lower MSE, the higher PSNR, and SSIM indicate that the estimated smoke-free images are similar to the real smoke-free images, which means a better de-smoking capability.

The proposed method is compared with eleven state-of-the-art de-smoking and de-haze methods including both conventional image processing methods and the latest deep learning based methods. Theses include Dark Channel Prior (DCP) \[14\], Boundary Constraint and Contextual Regularization (BCCR) \[18\], Fusion-based Variational Image Dehazing (FVID) \[30\], Automatic Recovery of Atmospheric Light (ATM) \[31\], colour Attenuation Prior (CAP) \[32\], DEnity of Fog Assessment based DEfogger (DEFADE) \[33\], Enhanced Variational Image Dehazing (EVID) \[34\], Non-local Image Dehazing (NLD) \[35\], Graphical Models and Bayesian Inference (GMBI) \[6\], and deep learning based methods including the All-in-One Dehazing Network (AOD-NET) \[19\], Image-to-Image Translation with Conditional Adversarial Networks (PIX2PIX) \[36\]. All of the source codes were collected from the author or third-party implementations, using the default parameters specified in their papers. It is worth noting that for DL-based methods \[19\] \[36\], we trained our networks with the same datasets and the same number of epochs for a fair comparative study.

C. Evaluation on Testing dataset

The testing dataset for the comparative study and the evaluation of our trained model contains 1,228 images. As can be seen from the box plots in Fig. 4 and Table IV-A, our method outperforms all of the previous de-hazing and de-smoking methods in terms of MSE, PSNR and SSIM, with very small standard deviations, indicating the robustness of our proposed system. We also report the average computational time for all of the compared state-of-the-art methods in the last row. It can be seen that deep learning (DL) based methods take significantly less time to estimate smoke-free images compared with conventional image processing methods. It is worth noting that, as our framework is a series-connection of two networks when testing, the computation time is doubled compared to the single network approaches, but can still run 1.5x faster in real-time at 45 fps.

As shown in Fig. 5, we display six sets of smoke-free images \(I_{\text{smoke-free}}, \hat{I}_{\text{smoke-free}}, I_{\text{mask}}, \) rendered smoke masks \(\hat{I}_{\text{mask}}\), smoke images \(I_{\text{smoked-image}}\) (the only input to all methods), de-smoked results of the eleven previous methods and the output of our method \(\hat{I}_{\text{smoke-free}}\), as well as the estimated smoke mask \(\hat{I}_{\text{mask}}\). We found that most of the previous approaches can only effectively remove smoke to a certain degree, of which DCP seems to be the best one amongst non-deep learning methods. But there are still many problems for the non-deep learning methods, including:

- Not robust enough to smoke variations (position, density, and texture) and can produce unstable results (eg. ATM).
- Cannot recover correct colours for smoke-covered areas.
- Colour shift for non-smoke areas.
- Suffer from over-saturated (eg. DCP, BCCR, DEFADE) or under-saturated (eg. ATM EVID, GMBI) problems.

\(^4\)http://hamlyn.doc.ic.ac.uk/vision/

\(^5\)http://camma.u-strasbg.fr/datasets
Fig. 4. Box plots of the 3 metrics MSE, PSNR and SSIM for our results and 11 previous approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>DL?</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Lower is better MSE</th>
<th>Higher is better PSNR</th>
<th>Higher is better SSIM</th>
<th>Time/frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCP</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.006</td>
<td>18.117 ± 1.641</td>
<td>0.738 ± 0.038</td>
<td>3.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCCR</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>0.023 ± 0.008</td>
<td>16.664 ± 1.462</td>
<td>0.733 ± 0.042</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVID</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C/Matlab</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.010</td>
<td>18.694 ± 2.669</td>
<td>0.770 ± 0.058</td>
<td>5.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>0.037 ± 0.043</td>
<td>15.327 ± 2.518</td>
<td>0.641 ± 0.084</td>
<td>21.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>0.022 ± 0.010</td>
<td>17.036 ± 1.976</td>
<td>0.704 ± 0.074</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFADE</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>0.031 ± 0.011</td>
<td>15.353 ± 1.471</td>
<td>0.592 ± 0.089</td>
<td>2.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVID</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C/Matlab</td>
<td>0.018 ± 0.009</td>
<td>17.955 ± 2.074</td>
<td>0.756 ± 0.048</td>
<td>5.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLD</td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>0.029 ± 0.013</td>
<td>15.779 ± 1.689</td>
<td>0.671 ± 0.056</td>
<td>5.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMBI</td>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.010</td>
<td>16.338 ± 1.699</td>
<td>0.691 ± 0.056</td>
<td>2.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOD-NET</td>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Caffe</td>
<td>0.010 ± 0.005</td>
<td>20.509 ± 1.931</td>
<td>0.778 ± 0.057</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIX2PIX</td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Tensorflow</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.002</td>
<td>23.938 ± 2.069</td>
<td>0.839 ± 0.049</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(G Only)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Tensorflow</td>
<td>0.003 ± 0.001</td>
<td>26.590 ± 1.876</td>
<td>0.902 ± 0.025</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Tensorflow</td>
<td>0.002 ± 0.001</td>
<td>28.059 ± 1.820</td>
<td>0.916 ± 0.024</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast, our method can totally overcome these problems. The proposed method can not only focus on smoke-covered areas and retain smoke-free areas but also recover the correct tissue colours based on the contextual knowledge learned by the network. However, it is still worth noting that the non-learning based smoke removal methods often involve parametric models, which are usually not tuned for medical images but natural images. It is still interesting to see how well these methods perform in medical images.

To prove that our smoke mask as a prior will improve the smoke removal result, we added an ablation study that is marked as “Ours(G Only)”, which is the “generator only” version of our network without the smoke mask as a prior. Although smoke mask as a prior only marginally improves the quantitative result on simulated test data, the more important meaning of the smoke mask as a prior lies in its generalization ability that can overcome the overfitting to synthetic smoke. The substantial improvement achieved on real data also proves this point.

The result of AOD-NET is only slightly above the conventional image processing based methods and worse than the U-Net (our Generator only version), although it is a learning-based method trained on our training dataset. This could be due to multiple reasons: 1) The AOD-NET is still based on the Atmospheric Scattering Model, and as discussed in Section II A the Atmospheric Scattering Model does not lend itself to surgical applications due to the complex lighting conditions and smoke being heterogeneous. 2) The AOD-NET uses a shallow CNN architecture that only has five convolutional layers, while the U-Net structure that we used has 16 layers and are separated to encoder and decoder for better abstraction. It is worth noting that GAN-based methods like PIX2PIX, due to the characteristic of the GAN loss, the network learns to add “fake” features to make the image look like a smoke-free image. However, these features are selected by the machine and totally uncontrollable. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the PIX2PIX network has learned to add fake scars and reflections to the results, which is very harmful and can influence a surgeon’s judgment if used during surgical interventions.

D. Smoke removal limit test

Not only structural information can be blocked by smoke but also colour information can be fade. This loss of information is usually irreversible, depending on how thick the smoke is. To further evaluate the capability of networks to recover smoke-free images under different smoke densities, we conduct a
performance study of de-smoking under ten different smoke densities. We randomly selected 100 images from the 2005 test datasets and rendered 10 fixed-position smoke onto each image with different smoke densities range from 0 to 10, where 0 means no rendered smoke, 9 means the maximum smoke density.

As shown in Fig. 7, we present the rendered smoke images \( I_{\text{smoked-image}} \) in the first row with 10 smoke levels, and the de-smoked results from eleven previous methods, and our method shown in the last row. The results have shown that most of the previous methods cannot recover the correct colours of the dark-red tissues in the center of the images. Also, a common problem of previous methods is that estimated smoke-free images become blurry with the increase of the smoke density. In contrast, deep learning based methods give better results because the network learns to recover the correct colours based on the contextual information. It is interesting to see that PIX2PIX has produced similar results as ours, but became uncontrollable after smoke level 7 and started to add "fake" reflections on the results. Our method has produced very clean results with only a minor saturation change, which is very hard to recover under very thick smoke.

Quantitative results are shown in Fig. 6. We show curves of MSE, SSIM and PSNR between image pairs of de-smoked image and smoke-free image for our results and the eleven state-of-the-art methods under 10 different smoke levels. Our results yield the lowest MSE as well as the highest SSIM and PSNR for all 10 smoke levels, which significantly outperform all of the previous methods.

We also plotted curves without any de-smoking process as a baseline. We found that for most of the previous approaches the results are worse than the baseline even from the beginning with no smoke, but with the rise of the smoke levels, results become better than the baseline. This is because these approaches often result in the shift of colours, the increase of contrast and saturation, which have an impact on the error measurement over the first few smoke levels. In contrast, our method has produced very robust results to the rise of the smoke level due to our novel learning frameworks that can recover the correct tissue colours under circumstances of zero smoke as well as that of very high smoke densities.

E. Evaluation on in-vivo data

Although our networks are trained purely on synthetic smoke images, we also evaluate our network on in-vivo datasets to test the ability of our method for removing real surgical smoke. 81 images with the presence of smoke are manually picked from the Hamlyn Centre Laparoscopic / Endoscopic Video datasets and Cholec80 dataset [25] for evaluation.

Fig. 8 shows de-smoking visual results on in-vivo data. Again, we found that some of the previous approaches either suffer from an image over-enhancement problem (such as DCP, BCCR, ATM, DEFADE) or cannot recover clear views (such as FVID, EVID). For deep learning based methods, it appears that colours are well recovered without over-enhancement. A detailed inspection indicates that AOD-NET cannot recover clear views due to the use of a very shallow network. For PIX2PIX, there is also some smoke remaining in the result. Note that the fourth example \( I_{\text{irregular}} \) is a failure case, where the smoke appeared as an irregular shape. We find that all learning based methods fail in this case, due to the fact that our simulated training data did not take the irregular shape into account. However, we believe that by applying a more aggressive random shape strategy with the simulation of training data, then this problem can be easily overcome.

To fully understand the effectiveness of our GCN training framework, we also report results of the generator-only version of our method (marked as "Ours(G Only)") as an ablation experiment. Our generator-only version gave similar results to that of PIX2PIX due to the similar network structure. With our proposed loosely-coupled networks, all of the smoke is removed. The estimated smoke mask can correctly predicts the real surgical smoke most of the time, but sometimes it can fail such as the \( I_{\text{middle}} \). The differences between our generator-only version and our final version have proved that our smoke removal network is based on the predicted smoke mask, and the combination of the smoke detection with the smoke removal can narrow the gap between simulation and reality, thus improving the overall de-smoking performance for the in-vivo dataset.
Fig. 6. The quantitative results of our smoke removal limit test. From left to right: the MSE, PSNR and SSIM results for our method and 11 comparison approaches under 10 different smoke levels.

As there are no ground-truth smoke-free image pairs from the in-vivo datasets for quantitative evaluations, we adopt the Fog Aware Density Evaluator (FADE) [33] for the reference of perceptual smoke evaluation. FADE is a smoke prediction model based on natural scene statistics (NSS) and fog aware statistical features. The lower FADE score, the less perceptual fog, and vice versa. The quantitative evaluation results by FADE are reported in Table II. We can see that our method does not receive the lowest FADE score. This is because FADE is based on the statistics of non-fog scene features, which will always take the sharpness, contrast and saturation of the image into consideration. However, our learning based method is trained and focused on recovering the natural and realistic smoke-free surgical images without the emphasize on the image visual quality metrics such as sharpness, contrast and saturation. For the GAN-based method, from the previous experiments we already know that it will create some fake features (such as scar) on the images to make it look like smoke free image (that usually have high sharpness), so that PIX2PIX scores higher than our method. However, our method has the lowest std. value.
lack of training datasets for medical applications, bridging a significant gap between simulation and reality. This is due to the fact that we have developed a set of techniques to prevent our networks from overfitting to the synthetic data. For example, our training data is carefully selected and rendered. The backgrounds are extracted from 91 different laparoscopic and endoscopic videos with different surgical procedures with different image colours and tones and under the presence of different surgical instruments. The smoke is rendered by a cinematic rendering engine by using random intensities, densities, textures and positions. We believe that the decomposition of the de-smoking task into two separate tasks (the smoke detection and removal) also helps to prevent overfitting. As we are not directly creating the mapping from the smoke image to the smoke-free image, but rather, we detect the area and the intensity of the smoke first, and then try to recover the smoke-free image based on the smoke prior. The use of a shallow network and drop-out for smoke detection is intentional to prevent overfitting. This solves the challenging problem that deep learning requires large amounts of hand-labeled ground truth training data, especially for medical datasets where professional knowledge is vital in the labeling process. Also, during the design of our training flow, we found it interesting that training the Detector and Generator together will be less over-fitted to the training set than training them separately and sequentially (train Detector first and then use Detector to train Generator). Our explanation to this is that if D and G were trained separately and sequentially, the G will be totally reliant on the precise output of D, which will lose some generalization ability to different types/qualities of smoke masks.

### V. Discussion

#### A. Prevent Overfitting

One of the novelties of our work is that we do not require ground truth data (the smoke and smoke-free image pairs) and can achieve unsupervised training from the perspective of data requirements. The in-vivo experiment proves that our networks, although trained on synthetic data, can detect and remove smoke on real surgical datasets. The use of synthetic datasets for network training compensates for the lack of training datasets for medical applications, bridging a significant gap between simulation and reality. This is due to the fact that we have developed a set of techniques to prevent our networks from overfitting to the synthetic data. For example, our training data is carefully selected and rendered. The backgrounds are extracted from 91 different laparoscopic and endoscopic videos with different surgical procedures with different image colours and tones and under the presence of different surgical instruments. The smoke is rendered by a cinematic rendering engine by using random intensities, densities, textures and positions. We believe that the decomposition of the de-smoking task into two separate tasks (the smoke detection and removal) also helps to prevent overfitting. As we are not directly creating the mapping from the smoke image to the smoke-free image, but rather, we detect the area and the intensity of the smoke first, and then try to recover the smoke-free image based on the smoke prior. The use of a shallow network and drop-out for smoke detection is intentional to prevent overfitting. This solves the challenging problem that deep learning requires large amounts of hand-labeled ground truth training data, especially for medical datasets where professional knowledge is vital in the labeling process. Also, during the design of our training flow, we found it interesting that training the Detector and Generator together will be less over-fitted to the training set than training them separately and sequentially (train Detector first and then use Detector to train Generator). Our explanation to this is that if D and G were trained separately and sequentially, the G will be totally reliant on the precise output of D, which will lose some generalization ability to different types/qualities of smoke masks.

#### B. Safety Issues

During the discussion with many medical practitioners, some concerns arose about the potential risk of removing surgical smoke from images as it might confuse surgeons. In some circumstances, although smoke may block the view, it can also be a good signal for an on-going ablation process. These concerns inspired us to add the smoke detection network that provides an extra pixel-level smoke detection before the smoke removal network removes the smoke. The predicted smoke can directly be shown to surgeons or transferred to a different format for surgeons to perceive it without distraction (see potential applications in the next section).

It is also worth noting that, although a GAN framework (such as PIX2PIX) is a very good method for generating images, it can be very dangerous and care must be taken if used in medical applications due to its uncertainty and uncontrollable nature. During our experiments, we found that the GAN-based method can create fake “scars” or “reflections” to make the images look like a smoke-free image, which is totally unacceptable and may cause serious accidents if used during surgery. Our proposed method can prevent this issue by enforcing the Detector’s output to be the estimated smoke rather than a binary discriminator that produces ambiguity loss and gradients during the training of the generator.
C. Application

Based on our smoke detection and removal framework, several advanced applications can be built. One of which is related to the safety issue that we mentioned earlier that surgical smoke is a good visual cue to surgeons when an ablation is taking place. As illustrated in Figure 9, our proposed method has the potential of transforming the predicted smoke removal into a secondary image or even another format (such as sound) to alert surgeons about the on-going ablation process, whilst watching the real-time de-smoked video streams.

Also, the smoke removal is not only for surgeons but also can be used as a pre-processing step for many vision-based surgical assistance systems [37] to improve the robustness to smoke.

![Fig. 9: Potential application of our system: transforming smoke into sound](image)

D. Future Work

In future work, we are going to combine CNN’s with the recurrent neural networks (RNN) for video sequence smoke removal. Since during surgical ablation, smoke density rises with time. RNN can help to memorize the features (such as tissue colours) when there is light smoke and have the potential to recover the features even with very high smoke densities. It will also be interesting to see whether training networks from synthetic datasets can be extended to many other tasks such as laparoscopic camera tracking, surgical instruments detection and tissue/organ segmentation, which will overcome the shortage of medical ground-truth data and greatly benefit the deep learning technology to be used in surgical scenes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel deep learning framework for real-time surgical smoke detection and removal during minimally invasive surgery. Our unsupervised training framework only needs laparoscopic images as input without a large number of hand-labeled datasets. A 3D render engine is used to randomly render smoke onto laparoscopic images to synthesize datasets for training. The novelty of this work lies in our GCN training framework that has used the smoke detection network as prior knowledge and also as the supervision for our smoke removal network. With this initiative, not only can it achieve pixel-level smoke detection, but also helps to improve the smoke removal performance compared to the state-of-the-art smoke removal methods. Our framework also yields the extra benefit of preventing over-fitting of networks to synthetic datasets, and also has many potential applications for surgical human-computer interactions.
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